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DISCOVER YOUR
INSPIRATION
FOR
SUMMER 2021
Go behind the scenes
of the season's new
fragrances

Get expert styling tips
for summer's must-have
home trends

It's time to fill your home with fragrance

Blueberry Lemonade
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042014 ₤8.95
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WELCOME
TO THE
STYLE GUIDE
Take a look behind the scenes of our stunning
Summer ‘21 PartyLite collection.
Combining expert perfumer knowledge and in-depth details of
our curated seasonal themes, this is your gateway into the styles
that we’ve carefully chosen as part of our collections of home
fragrance and décor this Summer.
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What’s in The Style Guide

Our specialists will tell you the stories behind our brand-new
seasonal aromas, how they came to be formulated and why
they’re perfect for your home.
At PartyLite we take pleasure in influencing and being influenced
by our amazing community, so each of the trends we’ve picked
out this season reflects that.
We’re expressing ourselves through the beauty of nature, the
idyllic escape of wanderlust and of course, through amazing
aromas.
We can’t wait to inspire you.
This is The Style Guide.
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FRAGRANCES MADE BY EXPERTS
NEW SUMMER FRAGRANCES

06-07

GET THE LOOK SUMMER STATE OF MIND
BRING YOUR HOME TO LIFE WITH VIVID
COLOURWAYS AND DESIGNS

08-09

GET THE LOOK - WANDERLUST
EVOKE VACATION MEMORIES
WITH BOLD FRAGRANCE AND
AVANT-GARDE DÉCOR

10-11

GET THE LOOK - TROPICAL BUTTERFLY
TAKE INSPIRATION FROM THE BEAUTY
AND WONDERS OF NATURE
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12-13

GET THE LOOK TRANQUIL SUMMER SANCTUARY
CREATE A MODERN CLASSIC OASIS
INDOORS AND OUT
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NEW ADDITIONS
GET INSPIRED BY THE LATEST
SUMMER TRENDS

FRAGRANCES
MADE BY EXPERTS
All our luxury fragrances are
designed by world leaders.

Blueberry Lemonade

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

Freshly squeezed lemonade, garnished with
sugared blueberries and a sprig of garden
rosemary, captures the feel-good mood
of summer gatherings.
Top Note

One hot summer years ago, there was
an offer on blueberries at my local
grocery, so of course I bought six packs!
When I got home, I cooled off with some
homemade lemonade and decided to
puree some blueberries to add to my
drink. It was amazing.

This season discover the latest luxury scents
designed to create your perfect summertime home.

RIPE BLUEBERRY • ROSEMARY
SPRIGS • PEACH SKIN
Bottom Note

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2014 ₤22.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042014 ₤8.95

Since then I’ve kept a jar of blueberry
puree in my fridge so I can whip up a
Blueberry Lemonade pitcher whenever
I want. Creating this fragrance took
me back to that summer, blending the
lemon, sugar and blueberries. It smells
just like it tasted, wonderfully fruity and
sweet with a tart kick.

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

Middle Note

Stephanie Hakes,
Ungerer & Company

I joined IFF as a trainee and my career
has taken me across the globe.
You may already love two PartyLite
Scents that I formulated - White
Amaryllis and Almond Grove.

Banana Coconut

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

Having a slice of Watermelon is such a
simple but refreshing experience, so it
was a fantastic challenge to replicate
that by choosing the perfect blend
of watery and fruity notes for this
fragrance. It was the delicate additions
of greens, flowers and citrus that
brought this aroma to life.

Sweetened coconut milk, fresh banana
and vanilla essence are whipped into
a frothy tropical scent that puts you
in a summer state of mind.

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2012 ₤22.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042012 ₤8.95

Top Note

Kevin Shroff,
International Flavors & Fragrances Inc.

FRESH GREEN BANANA • SUGARED
COCONUT FLAKES • VANILLA BEAN

This fragrance can whisk you off to a
tropical paradise or just as easily make
you feel the warm familiarity of home.
Banana Coconut was designed to evoke
a sense of sheer joy.

All of our fragrances are blended to
release three distinctive notes:
Top Notes:
This is what you experience before
you light the candle - the cold throw.
Middle Notes:
These are the mid fragrances
that you enjoy as the candle burns.
Bottom Notes:
The bottom notes that linger in the room
when you have blown out the candle.

Bottom Note

I wanted to create a fragrance that is as
addictive as it is uplifting, a momentary
escape of truly happy indulgence. Each
of the authentic qualities of the fruits
in this aroma is captured to create an
impression that is creamy, milky and
sweet. Pure delight.

Watermelon

FOR THE LOVE OF FRAGRANCE

Juicy watermelon and fresh wild strawberry are
spritzed with lemon water and sugar syrup for
an ice-cold treat on a lazy, hazy summer day.

Visit partylite.co.uk
to find out just how
much we care.

Victor Rouchon,
Vice President and Senior Perfumer,
Symrise

Top Note

ICEBOX WATERMELON •
WILD STRAWBERRY • WARM MUSK
Bottom Note

Middle Note

04

Middle Note

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2013 ₤22.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042013 ₤8.95
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GET
THE
LOOK

SUMMER
STATE OF MIND

Expert Tip

#1

Summer is the least formal
season for interiors, so de-clutter
your living spaces and let your
favourite pieces stand out.
Less is more!

Cool off in the hot months with refreshing
fragrance matched with bold statement décor.

Be Social

We love to see how you
dress your home, don’t
forget to tag us on your
social media to get the
chance to be featured
on @PartyLite!

Bring your home to life for the Summer thanks to vivid colourways and design.

Mystic Reflections
Tealight Holder Trio
P93239 ₤64.95

Key materials & finishes

Blooming Dots Votive Holder Pair
P93228 ₤10.95

Ensure those dazzling tones are making a
statement by pairing them with neutral white décor.
Bring your theme to life with plants that match your
bold patterns and colours.

Key trend product

A stunning seasonal selection of opulent décor
that complements our brand-new ice-cold-treat
Watermelon aroma perfectly.

Banana Coconut
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2013 ₤22.95
Top Note

Banana Coconut
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042013 ₤8.95

BANANA COCONUT

Middle Note

FRESH GREEN BANANA • SUGARED
COCONUT FLAKES • VANILLA BEAN

Blueberry Lemonade
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2014 ₤22.95

Bottom Note

White Infinite Rainbow Reflections
Lantern – Large
P93457 ₤79.95

Watermelon
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042012 ₤8.95

Key colours
Colour, colour and more colour. Fill your home with
modish shades of your favourite primary colours.
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GET
THE
LOOK

Key trend product

Find your

WANDERLUST

#2

Create your own contemporary centrepiece
using our modish glass hurricane. A tealight
holder that matches your style, plus your
favourite fruity fragrance.

Geometric Tealight Tree
P93305 ₤17.95
Clearly Creative Hurricane
P93295 ₤32.95

Evoke vacation memories with
bold fragrance and avant-garde décor.
Take a trip to your favourite faraway place through
boho patterns and sparkling aromas.

Juicy Red Apple
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041101E ₤8.95

Tribal Chic Tealight Holder Trio
P93441 ₤24.95

Be Inspired

Key materials & finishes

Meditteranean patterns and geometric
shapes are a must for this trend. Match
them with extravagant throws and rugs
to complete the style.

Take influence from your
favourite Instagram and
Pinterest interior pages when
styling your PartyLite home
fragrance and décor. Post it and
tag us online, we love to see
your inspiration!

Watermelon 3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2012 ₤22.95
Grecian Lantern Jar Holder
P92764 ₤22.95

Sweet Summer
15- Piece Tealight Sampler
P84088 ₤11.95

Blown Glass Green
Ombré Jar Holder
P92787 ₤13.95
Rainbow Radiance
Votive Holder
P93220 ₤9.95

Dragon Fruit Zest
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1092 ₤22.95
Top Note

Expert Tip

Dragon Fruit Zest
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041092 ₤8.95

DRAGON FRUIT ZEST

Key colours
Burned yellow and orange match with
cooling blues and greens for a sun-kissed
summer look.

Place summer
seasonal flowers
around your
chosen candle to
give this holder a
look you can freshen
up, over and over.

Middle Note

DRAGONFRUIT • LILY OF
THE VALLEY • SANDALWOOD
Bottom Note
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09

A nostalgic blend of ripe red berries with tart
rhubarb is updated with a tantalizing twist
of green mandarin and almond wood.
Top Note

Middle Note

RASPBERRY • RHUBARB •
ALMOND WOOD
Bottom Note

GET
THE
LOOK

Reveal your inner
Tropical Butterfly

Raspberry Rhubarb

#3

Take inspiration from the beauty and wonders
of nature by inviting bold fragrance and
trend-led butterfly patterns into your home.

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1031E ₤22.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041031E ₤8.95

Garden Couture
Magnet Trio
P93474 ₤8.95

Exotic Chic
Votive Holder Set
P92961S ₤14.95

Garden Critters
Incense Spike Trio
P93279 ₤27.95

Infinite Rainbow
Reflections
Lantern – Large
P93195 ₤79.95

SmartScents by PartyLite™
Mulberry Decorative
Fragrance Sticks
FS29E ₤14.95

Cucumber Clementine
Crisp, clean, fruity – sweet clementine,
sparkling mandarin and lemon zest are
blended with cucumber leaves, dandelion
and dewy garden greens. Middle Note

Top Note

CLEMENTINE • CUCUMBER LEAF •
DANDELION

Exotic Chic Hurricane
P92965 £48.95

Bottom Note

Key materials & finishes

Key colours

Cucumber Clementine
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1087E ₤22.95

Express yourself through flamboyant colours that
take influence from your favourite butterfly.

Ceramic and glass décor alongside our
Jar Candles finished to perfection with
bright summer patterns to remind you
of the beauty of nature every day.

Cucumber Clementine
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041087E ₤8.95

SmartScents by PartyLite™
Holder - Queen Bee
P92969 ₤10.95

ScentGlow Warmer Butterfly Flurry
P92980U ₤39.95

Expert Tip
PANTONE has chosen
two contrasting shades
for their colours of the year.
Don’t be afraid to
complement this trend
with neutral greys
and whites.

®

Key trend product

Raspberrty Rhubarb
Scent Plus® Heart Melts
SH1031 ₤9.95

Light up the indoors thanks to this piece of LED
décor. Match it to your favourite summer wax
melts for the full seasonal experience.

Butterfly Jar Sleeve
P93048 ₤9.95
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Be Inspired

This season’s PartyLite
online features are
full of ideas for you to
refresh and revamp
your outdoor spaces!
Twilight Shadows Votive Holder
P93017 ₤11.95
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Create a modern classic oasis indoors and out.
Your interiors effortlessly blend into your garden thanks to careful chic curation.

GET
THE
LOOK

TRANQUIL SUMMER
SANCTUARY

New for
Summer

GloLite by PartyLite®
Citronella Mint
Scented Jar Candle
G26B1093E ₤21.50
Elevated Jar
Holder Pair
P92818 ₤26.95

GloLite by PartyLite®
SunKissed Linen Pillar Candle
7 x 15 cm
L36927 ₤17.25

#4

NEW Fragrance
Flame™ - Outdoor
P93636 ₤109.95

Key trend product

GloLites are the ultimate
garden candles, match them
with an outdoor décor set
that sits perfectly in the right
space for you.

GloLite by PartyLite®
Vanilla Scented Jar Candle
G281062 ₤21.50

Santal & Cedar Modern
Luxe Jar Candle
G671069 ₤19.95

Contempo Stand
P93250 ₤109.95

Santal & Cedar
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1069 ₤22.95

Top Note

Key colours

Santal & Cedar
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041069 ₤8.95

SANTAL & CEDAR

Stay neutral, the right shades can and will
elevate the natural beauty of your space.

Fragrance Flame™
- Outdoor
P93402 ₤109.95

Middle Note

GINGER LILY • CEDAR LEAF •
SANDALWOOD

Key materials & finishes

Bottom Note

Ceramic and glass candle holders
allow your fragrances to take centre
stage once the sun has set, creating a
stunning dramatic flickering effect.

Expert Tip

Be Social

Fresh Garden Mix Hurricane
P93248 ₤48.95

Did you know we are
on Pinterest? Our page
is full of inspiration that
will help you perfect
your interior style.

Infinite Rainbow
Reflections Lantern
P92967 ₤49.95
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Lily & Linen Modern
Luxe Jar Candle
G671083 ₤19.95
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Display candles and décor
on leftover bathroom tiles while
you’re sitting outside for a
continuation of your personal style
throughout your home.

FRAGRANCES CRAFTED
FOR SUMMER

MEET OUR
PERFUMERS

Green Tea

Steamed matcha green tea topped
with peppermint leaves is muddled
with delicate pear blossoms, violet,
and sheer jasmine petals.

Discover the inspiration for summer's must-have fragrances.

Top Note

Designed by the world's leaders in fragrance,
made for your home and life.

This fragrance is inspired by
my obsession with health and
wellness. I started making matcha
teas with different twists and my
favourite recipe is Green Tea with
mint and a splash of citrus. This
fragrance is a healthy delicious
green tea blended with mint,
bergamot and hint of a floral note.

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

Middle Note

GREEN TEA • PEAR BLOSSOMS •
GOLDEN AMBER
Bottom Note

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1096 ₤22.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041096 ₤8.95

Every single emotion in life is a
great opportunity to create, and
every fragrance should evoke
emotion.
Andelise Fallu-Flavigny &
Guillaume Flavigny,
Givaudan

I have always had an appreciation for
cherry blossom trees. When I actually
had the chance to be in Washington DC
at the onset of spring I jumped at the
opportunity, excited knowing I'd be there
for Cherry Blossom season. Seeing the city
bathed in pink, at the hundreds of trees in
bloom was amazing.

BY GIVAUDAN

Local cafés, bars, and restaurants offered
cherry blossom themed drinks and food,
and I wanted to rush home and create a
fragrance that I felt honoured the beauty
of the city in bloom. I started by layering
cherry blossom with sugared rose petals,
then added hints of tart raspberry and red
currant, finally wrapping it in warm vanilla
bean and my favourite ice cream accord,
as sweet as it is comforting.

Honeydew

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

Luscious green melon and ripe
mango combine in a light and airy
blend that’s deliciously fruity and
fragrant – our favourite way to
refresh and revive.

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1094 ₤22.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041094 ₤8.95

Stephanie Wengryn,
Ungerer & Company

Top Note

Cherry Blossom

FOR THE LOVE OF FRAGRANCE
All of our fragrances are blended to
release three distinctive notes:
Top Notes:
This is what you experience before
you light the candle - the cold throw.

Bottom Note

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C52Q ₤22.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V0452 ₤8.95

Victor Rouchou,
Vice President and Senior
Perfumer, Symrise

Middle Note

Middle Notes:
These are the mid fragrances
that you enjoy as the candle burns.
Bottom Notes:
The bottom notes that linger in the room
when you have blown out the candle.

Middle Note

This blend has a fine balance
of ingredients that delivers the
delightful, happy energy of a
fresh honeydew melon.

Bright pink cherry blossoms, accented with tart
raspberries and ripe red currants, surround a heart of
sugared rose petals and creamy magnolia flowers.
Top Note

WATERY ACCENTS •
HONEYDEW • MUSK

Honeydew is known for its floral
sweetness, dripping with juices
that almost taste like honey. I was
inspired to bring the sweet flavour
of ripe, sliced honeydew to life.

CHERRY BLOSSOM • SUGARED
ROSE PETALS • VANILLA BEAN
Visit partylite.co.uk
to find out just how
much we care.

Bottom Note
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GET
THE
LOOK

Your Vacation

#5

AT HOME

Indoors and out, fill your home with inspiration from summers past with style
and fragrance that captures the nostalgia of adventures across the globe.

Key trend product

Honeydew
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C52Q ₤22.95

Transport your mind to Spanish sunsets
with sweet Honeydew paired with
complementary sunshine shades of décor.

Garden Bouquet
Jar Sleeve
P93202 ₤9.95

Lotus Jar
Holder – Pink
P93204 ₤11.95

Be Inspired

Take inspiration from your
own vacation photos for
colours that evoke summer
memories at home.

Honeydew Universal
Tealight® Candles
V0452 ₤8.95
Clearly Creative
Hurricane
P93295 ₤32.95

Expert Tip
Add real cherry blossom petals
to Clearly Creative décor to
evoke a trip to Tokyo in bloom.

Lotus Jar
Holder – Green
P93310 ₤11.95

Key colours
Pastel greens and pinks are complemented
by summer sunrise yellow and deep blues.

Pretty Floral
12-Piece Tealight Sampler
P84090 ₤8.95

Green Tea Universal
Tealight® Candles
V041096 ₤8.95

Key materials & finishes

Gardenscape Tealight Tree
P93302 ₤17.95

Cherry Blossom
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1094 ₤22.95
Cherry Blossom
Universal Tealight®
Candles
V041094 ₤8.95

Pair the Japanese inspiration of
our Green Tea matcha blend with
bold and graphic florals.

ScentGlow™ Warmer Colour-Changing Butterflies
P93258U ₤39.95

Green Tea 3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1096 ₤22.95
Floral Tealight Tree
P93267 ₤17.95
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White Lilac & Ivy
Scent Plus® Heart Melts
SH1029 ₤9.95

17

MADE WITH LOVE,
FROM US TO YOU

Sandalwood

Spicy cardamom, exotic saffron, white
jasmine and black iris add mystery and
depth to the warm scent of sandalwood.

Transform your home with stunning scents created by fragrance experts.
Top Note

Find your summer inspiration thanks to our latest luxury
range of seasonal aromas.

Middle Note

CARDAMOM • WHITE JASMINE
PETALS • CREAMY SANDALWOOD
Bottom Note

MEET OUR
PERFUMERS

Be Social

Show us how you style your
fragrance! Tag us on
Instagram and we may
repost your picture on
@PartyLite.

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1097 ₤22.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041097 ₤8.95

Our collaboration on this fragrance
combined Laura's passion for the scent
of flowers with my expertise in creating
bold fragrance statements with a focus on
complementary candle design.
New innovations in fragrance creation
has allowed us to deliver more aspects of
the rose flower through extraction, which
gives us a brand-new look at this familiarly
perfumed aroma. Not only that, it blends
perfectly with the Middle Note of Turkish
Rose Oil.

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

We love this fragrance because it's like
a Picasso re-interpretation of a classic
painting, deconstructing rose to better
discover it.

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2026 ₤22.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042026 ₤8.95

Laura French & Anja van Kippersluis,
International Flavors & Fragrances Inc.

Sandalwood is a classic scent for creating a cosy,
calming atmosphere at home. It has a creamy
and woody character that imparts a familiar
comfort. When balanced just right with other
aromas, there is a sensuousness to sandalwood
that sets it apart.

White Rose

FOR THE LOVE OF FRAGRANCE
All of our fragrances are blended to
release three distinctive notes:
Top Notes:
This is what you experience before
you light the candle - the cold throw.

Marcela Olalde-Castillo,
Vice President and
Senior Perfumer, Symrise

Fill the air with the heady scent of musky rose
and lemony beeswax paired with dewy greens
and just a hint of clove.
Top Note

Middle Note

Middle Notes:
These are the mid fragrances
that you enjoy as the candle burns.
Bottom Notes:
The bottom notes that linger in the room
when you have blown out the candle.

This was my goal when I was crafting this
Sandalwood fragrance, to enhance the deep
sensuality of the wood while maintaing the
well-loved warming notes. The result is a
captivating and addictive aroma experience.

FRESH LEMON • TURKISH ROSE OIL •
BEESWAX

Visit partylite.co.uk
to find out just how
much we care.

Bottom Note
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FLORAL
PARADISE
Turn your home into a tranquil plant haven.
Real plants and floral patterns complement modern
décor and fragrance.

GET
THE
LOOK

New for
Summer

#6
NEW ScentGlow® Warmer –
Modern Crushed Mosaic
P93645U ₤39.95

Key trend product

A bold statement piece.
designed with neutral
grey and blue tones and
blends perfectly with
summer scents.

Sandalwood
Scent Plus® Heart Melts
SH1097 ₤9.95

White Rose
Scent Plus® Heart Melts
SH2026 ₤9.95

Vintage Milk Bottle
Tealight Holder Set
P93274 ₤39.95

Key materials & finishes
Glass and metal décor complement
your modern patterns and allow
you to go bold with more vivid
and bright colour.

Be Social

Show off your interiors
on Instagram by letting
light flood into your
room for a beautifully
bright look.
Sandalwood
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041097 ₤8.95

White Rose
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2026 ₤22.95
Vintage Milk Bottle
Lantern Candle Holder
P93590 ₤22.95

Modern Impressions
Votive Holder
P93270 ₤29.95

Key colours
Neutral pastels are the canvas
for your florals to give life to
your home.

Expert Tip

Nature's Light™ by PartyLite
Marshmallow Vanilla Jar Candle
G46900 ₤27.95

White Rose
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042026 ₤8.95
Top Note

Bunches of dried flowers
create a long lasting effect
to your home, match them
to your original interior
colourways.

MARSHMALLOW VANILLA
CARAMEL •
MARSHMALLOW • RUM

20

Middle Note

Bottom Note
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GET
THE
LOOK

Wood Hexagon Tealight Trio
P92782 ₤14.95

Be Inspired

Take inspiration
from classic Americana
ranches, read more
on traditional houses
on the PartyLite
blog today.

#7

Garden Blossom
Votive Holder Pair
P92957 ₤16.95

Golden Square Votive Holder Pair
P92644 ₤19.95

Informal Summer Elegance

Key colours

Golden Square Jar Holder
P92779 ₤11.95

Earth-inspired tones blend together
with classically summer shades of pink.

Cotton Blossom

The gossamer softness of cotton blossoms
mingles with sweet heliotrope and bright
bergamot while sheer tuberose, rose and
cassis add a fruity floral heart to this
simple clean fragrance.
Middle Note

Top Note

Natural beauty blends with rugged features
to form a warm look.

BERGAMOT • COTTON BLOSSOM •
WHITE PATCHOULI
Bottom Note

Open up your home to natural woods mixed with neutral metallic shades.

Honey & Amber

Expert Tip

Luscious dates, drizzled with
golden honey and spiced with
clove, linger on a base of tobacco
leaf, sheer woods and amber.
Top Note

Middle Note

GOLDEN HONEY • CARDAMOM •
CLOVE BUD

Honey & Amber
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2000 ₤22.95

Bottom Note

Frosted Honeycomb
Hurricane
P93027 ₤54.95

Key trend product

Honey & Amber
Universal Tealight®
Candles
V042000 ₤8.95

Perfect this trend with
an open plan room
to accentuate any
exposed wood and
metallic pieces.

Seashell Hurricane
P93272 ₤55.95

Cotton Blossom
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1084E ₤22.95

Cotton Blossom Universal
Tealight® Candles
V041084E ₤8.95

Pinstripe Glam
Tealight Holder Trio
P93182 ₤69.95

Our frosted fragrance holder
gives your home a beautifully natural
rose gold gleam through the season.

Copper Mix & Mingle
Double Jar
Display Stand
P92813 ₤13.95

Key materials & finishes
Create organic warmth with soft
neutral coloured pillows and throws
alongside your hard woody and
metal elements indoors.
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SAFARI
MOMENTS
A wonderfully wild
modern classic look.

New for
Summer

Well-loved safari scents give your
home a vogueish update.

Top Note

Expert Tip
Animal prints
are Mother Nature's
neutrals, camouflage
them at home with
the right neutral
colourways.

MARSHMALLOW VANILLA

Hammered Minaret
Lantern – Large
P93381 ₤79.95

Bottom Note

CARAMEL • MARSHMALLOW • RUM
Middle Note

Marshmallow Vanilla
Giraffe Print
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73AP900 ₤22.95

Hammered
Minaret Lantern
P93382 ₤59.95

Key trend product

A fragrance favourite gets a revamped
jar design to create a chic décor piece.

Cinnamon Woods Snakeskin
Print 3-Wick Jar Candle
G73AP946 ₤22.95
Cinnamon Woods
Universal Tealight® Candles
V04946E ₤8.95

Fig Fatale Zebra Print 3-Wick Jar Candle
G73AP821 ₤22.95
Top Note

FIG FATALE

Top Note

Bottom Note

TAMBOTI WOODS
HESPEREDIC • SPICES •
CEDARWOOD

Middle Note

FIG • MANGO • VANILLA
Bottom Note
Middle Note

Tamboti Woods Leopard Print
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73AP1020 ₤22.95

Key materials & finishes

Cinnamon Woods

Complement your animal print décor
with a blend of matching throws and
rugs that will bring your home to life.

Fiery cinnamon dances through the
forest partnering with intense teakwood,
honeyed resin and fragrant bay leaf.
Bottom Note

Top Note

Key colours

CINNAMON • SPICES • WOOD

Middle Note

Be Inspired

Get the Serengeti sunset look with
burned yellows and oranges blended
with natural neutral tones.

Take influence
from animal print
Instagram experts:
@morgan_annalise
@the_martin_manor
@sophieshouseofpayne
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Friendship Hearts
Tealight Holder Pair
P93596 ₤14.95

MONOCHROME

Key colours
Black and white for a
consistent classic look, add
traces of glamorous gold to
elevate your theme.

Modern meets classic for a timeless trend.
Update your black and white interiors with hints of opulent gold.

Lily & Linen
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041083 ₤8.95

Be Social

Did you know we are
on Pinterest? Our page
is full of inspiration that
will help you perfect
your interior style.

FIG FATALE

Bottom Note

Top Note

White Infinite Rainbow
Reflections Lantern – Small
P93458 ₤49.95

FIG • MANGO • VANILLA
Middle Note

Fig Fatale Scent Plus®
Heart Melts
SH821 ₤9.95

Expert Tip

SmartScents by PartyLite™
Iced Snowberries™
FS123E ₤14.95

SmartScents by PartyLite™
Holder – Pinstripes
P93320 ₤10.95

Fig Fatale Zebra Print
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73AP821 ₤22.95

Colourful artwork
on your walls will
bring beautiful
complementary
contrast to your
home with pops
of colour.

ScentGlow Warmer – Pinstripes
P93323U ₤39.95

Key materials & finishes

A variety of textures and materials is key to making this
trend work. Rotate any patterned pieces throughout
your home to keep everything feeling fresh.

SmartScents by
PartyLite™
Holder – Favorite
P92533 ₤10.95

SmartScents by PartyLite™ Holder 10x15 cm Photo Frame
P93143 ₤19.95

Monochrome Pinstripe
Fragrance Warmer
P93315 ₤19.95

Gaia Fragrance Warmer
- Matte White
P93389 ₤19.95
AromaPure™
Car Freshener
– Flower Magnet
P93492 ₤4.85

Key trend product

AromaPure™ Car
Freshener – Origami
Square Magnet
P93493 ₤4.85

An on-trend fragrance holder that blends
effortlessly into your interiors, complement
it with our luxury flameless fragrance.
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Lily & Linen Scent Plus®
Heart Melts
SH1083 ₤9.95
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EST.

EVOCATIVE
SEASIDE
SUMMER
MEMORIES

19
99

REVITALISE YOUR HOME
WITH A BELOVED, SPARKLING
OCEAN FRAGRANCE BLEND.

MEET OUR PERFUMER

Imagine standing at the ocean's edge,
with your feet in the sand and the sun
on your skin. Feel the gentle breeze
sweep over you. A light mist rises from
the crashing waves, carrying the cool
refreshing scent of the sea with every
deep breath.
I brought this coastal fantasy to life
through my Ocean Mist fragrance.
I took inspiration from my travels
across the globe, seeking powerful
memories to influence my work.

Ocean Mist

Top Note

Ocean Mist

Middle Note

SEA SALT • WATER LILY •
OCEAN MUSK
Bottom Note

WATER LILIES AND

I honed in on a visit to Cuba where I
experienced a beautiful moment by
the sea in order to create this tropical
and fresh ocean aroma.

PIECES OF DRIFTWOOD
ARE MISTED WITH CRISP,

Victor Rouchon,
Vice President and Senior Perfumer,
Symrise

SPARKLING NOTES TO
CAPTURE THE ESSENCE OF
FOAMING OCEAN WAVES
AND SALTY SEA SPRAY.
3-Wick Jar Candle
G7364Q ₤22.95
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GET
THE
LOOK

Be Inspireds

#8

Our Digital Catalogue
is full of inspiration
to help you fall
in love with this
trend's fragrances.

Underwater Bubbles Votive Holder
P93232 ₤12.95

Scent Glow Warmer
Swirling Hearts
P93576U ₤39.95

WATER WORLD

Key trend product

White Lilac & Ivy
Scent Plus® Heart Melts
SH1029 ₤9.95

Shimmering irridescence meets
flickering candlelight for the finishing
dinner table touch this summer.

Take inspiration from the beauty of the ocean

Shimmering
Facets Hurricane
P93265 ₤64.95

Plunge into the water and turn your home into a marine paradise.

Midnight Cactus

Glass Sea Urchin
Tealight Holder Trio
P93218 ₤34.95

Sea Blues Tealight Holder Trio
P93236 ₤21.95

Succulent fruits and night-blooming flowers
mingle with enticing green notes and hints of
coconut to evoke the nighttime desert.

Ocean Mist 3-Wick Jar Candle
G7364Q ₤22.95

Top Note

Middle Note

OCEAN MIST
SEA SALT • WATER LILY •
OCEAN MUSK

Waves Jar Sleeve
P92936 ₤9.95

Bottom Note

Midnight Cactus
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042002 ₤8.95

Midnight Cactus
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2002 ₤22.95
Top Note

Key materials & finishes

Expert Tip

Marine blue tealights and ocean
themed décor become your perfect
nautical centrepiece when placed in
a clear glass hurricane.

Get the beach
house look by
adding neutral brown
materials in your home
to mimic a laid back
driftwood scene.

Bottom Note

COCONUT • JASMINE • VANILLA
Middle Note

Key colours

Blueberry Lemonade
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042014 ₤8.95

Coral reef orange, green and purple
accessories complement a variety of
sea blue patterned materials.

Deep Sea Coral Tealight Tree
P93294 ₤17.95
Mesh Sea Turtle Jar Sleeve
P93029 ₤9.95
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Clearly Creative Hurricane
P93295 ₤32.95
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Sneak Peek

PUMPKIN BRANDY
FRAGRANCE AVAILABLE
FROM AUGUST 2021

LIGHT UP THE FIRST,
SUMPTUOUS SCENTS
OF AUTUMN
Our PartyLite BePURE Commitment™
guarantees the wax in our artisan candles is always
free of parabens, phthalates, sulfates and toxins and
our wicks are 100% natural & lead-free.

OUR LOVE IT GUARANTEE
All of our products are created with love and backed with our 100% Love it Guarantee. If you’re not
absolutely delighted, you may return your items for a refund or exchange within 30 days of purchase.

